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Future Songwriting introduces a new model to music education. Using
creativity and digital tools to activate children’s innate potential; the project
aims to pave the way for the future of teaching music. The two-year project is
co-funded by the Creative Europe Programme of the European Commission.

Story
The music education of the future is one of the tags used for Future
Songwriting. What lies behind the ambitious phrase is a simple and widely
applicable method that works well in different contexts and countries.
The brainchild of three friends, musicians and education experts, Future
Songwriting is fun, hands-on, and aims to bring the joy of writing songs to all.
Janne, Kari and Tuomas of INTO SCHOOL had been working with teachers
and children in Finland successfully for some time. Making songwriting
accessible to all is a lot easier if children’s creative autonomy is
respected, teachers receive a lot of support and ipads in classrooms are
commonplace... But could it work elsewhere?
In 2018 TEOSTO, the Finnish Music Copyright Association decided to broaden
the scope, bring the Finnish method abroad, and accompany school pilots
with research. Winning funding from the European Commission, Future
Songwriting became a European project involving 7 partner organizations and
institutions.
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A pool of Finnish schools joined from across the country, but children
in Germany and France could also try their hands at writing their very
own songs with digital tools. Thanks to the University of Cologne, also
participating in the research aspect, as well as Sacem (Society of Authors,
Composers and Publishers of Music) in France, Future Songwriting could
now be said to span 3800 kms.
Putting children’s creativity and teachers’ support first, while also benefiting
from digital technology makes Future Songwriting a tempting choice in
Europe’s classrooms. To observe its strengths and challenges several
research projects accompanied the project, coordinated by the University
of the Arts Helsinki.
The University of Cologne, while organizing the German pilots, looked at
children’s composing strategies. University Pompeu Fabra concentrated
on the role of technology in the composing process, while Musical Futures,
already active in innovative music teaching, followed the pilots from the
vantage point of experience. The University of the Arts Helsinki examined
the teachers’ experiences in order to further develop music teacher
education.
The project also had a Hungarian branch - although school pilots did not,
teacher training workshops did take place in Budapest, organized by Artisjus
(Hungarian collective management society for music authors). Joined by
Hangvető, they took on the role of communicating Future Songwriting on
online and international platforms.
A year after Future Songwriting began, drastic changes occurred globally,
induced by the COVID19 pandemic. With school pilots running in three
European countries, this project also had to be rethought, reorganized and
rescheduled. Working around restrictions and adapting to digital learning,
Future Songwriting met all its objectives, training 76 teachers, introducing
songwriting to 388 pupils, and producing 122 songs. First and foremost, it took
all its participants on a creative journey, connecting through the joy of music.
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Pilot
structure

Pilots begin with teacher training, where teachers become familiar with
the songwriting software, and go through the whole process in small groups,
pairs, or individually.
Trainers also initiate classwork with children, showing the basics of
songwriting and setting them off on the journey. This is followed by weeks
of individual work where teachers and pupils develop the songs in class.
Trainers have one intermittent session to aid the process; assisting teachers
and working with kids as much as necessary. Now comes the final stretch of
creative work; children finish the songs, and trainers step in one last time
to help with production.
The pilot-closing party crowns the journey; here pupils get the chance
to hear each other’s songs and reap the fruits of their creative effort.
The numbers of hours and lengths of individual classwork given here are
approximate; they can be adjusted according to particular needs.
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1. Teacher training

Participants & equipment: trainers & teachers; tablets,
headphones & microphones (optional: instruments)
Length: 6 + 6 hours
Content:
1. familiarizing teachers with songwriting app, going through
each step of the process
2. assisting teachers with classwork, addressing specific
questions

2. Classroom work / birth of a song

Participants & equipment: pupils, teachers, trainers, tablets,
headphones, microphones (optional: instruments)
Length: 4 + 4 hours assisted by trainers, 2 + 5 weeks classwork
(teachers & pupils)
Content:
1. making groups, developing basic idea for song
2. basics of songwriting: chords & rhythm
3. song structure and layers
4. sampling, instruments
5. writing lyrics, recording vocals

3. Pilot closure: party, evaluation

Participants & equipment: pupils, teachers, trainers, tablets,
headphones, microphones
Length: 5 hours (production) + 2 hours (party)
Content:
1. finishing songs, final touches (production) assisted by
trainers
2. party: school event where songs are played in front of the
school community, certificates handed out by trainers, party.

Read more about the Future Songwriting method following this link,
see the list of participating schools here.
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Key Aspects

1. Creativity
•
•
•

digital tools serve creative process
both individual self-expression AND collective experience
kids are active creators, not passive listeners
“A digital device is just an instrument for the Aviici of the future; just like
the violin was for Vivaldi.”
(Janne Hiedanniemi, INTO SCHOOL)

Although digital tools are a key element of Future Songwriting, they serve
a well-defined purpose. It’s not about toying with an Ipad; the process has
a clear goal: making your very own song. Using digital technology in class
for various subjects is already part of the Finnish National Curriculum, but
teachers often hope to have competence to use music technology in more
versatile and creative ways. The teacher training workshops at the beginning
of each Future Songwriting pilot address this need, passing on know-how and
confidence to teachers; who can then assist pupils on their creative journey.
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“What was particularly touching was that the different pieces they made
really reflected their personality, they could express themselves in front
of the whole school. And they were brave enough to do it. I think they got
a lot of self-confidence and a good feeling of being able to do something
impressive in front of the whole school community.”
(Kari Kivinen, Principal of HRSK)

As the Principal of HRSK1 pointed out, the songs give room for selfexpression, as well as provide a community experience. They literally give
voice to topics concerning youth, and can serve as an emotional outlet.
Complete with pilot-closing parties, where children can hear each others’
compositions, Future Songwriting pilots benefit from the many ways in which
music enriches our lives.
By allowing children to use their innate creativity, songwriting empowers
them to become active creators instead of passive consumers.
Understanding the certain elements of songs and their interplay rewires
the listening process – increasing the enjoyment and depth of musical
experience.

2

Helsingin ranskalais-suomalainen koulu / Lycée franco-finlandais d’Helsinki - the French-Finnish School of Helsinki
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2. Multidisciplinary
Approach
•
•
•

multi-disciplinary learning through music
social skills through cooperation
natural link to youth culture

Teachers open to STEAM approach will appreciate the possibilities Future
Songwriting offers to branch off into many other subjects through music.
Wonderfully complex as well as strikingly accessible, music in itself offers
a varied toolkit. Songwriting links up to skills such as storytelling, crafts;
a sense of proportions and even numerical skills may also come into play.
Future Songwriting also offers a way to overcome the time constraints of
music teaching in national curricula:
“In this project we manage by combining several subjects: kids can write
lyrics in English class, do choreography in sports class: we can work
around limitations if the school culture supports these kinds of creative
projects.”
(Kari Saarilahti, INTO SCHOOL)
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By working in groups, pupils practice important social skills: negotiating,
expressing opinions, cooperation and decision making. A song can also
give room to emotions and thoughts that are difficult to express, allowing
children to take on, and play with different roles. In short, songwriting in
class can benefit pupils both individually as well as a diverse and accepting
community. As Heidi Partti of Helsinki University of Arts writes:
“In particular, collective composing challenges us to negotiate
goals, ways of working and artistic solutions, to resolve conflicts and
disagreements, and to listen to and react to the creative ideas of others
(Partti 2013, 2014). In this way, composing offers opportunities to create
a common and shared space.”2
Last but not least, Future Songwriting connects the classroom with youth
culture, via an effortless link to popular music. Kids immediately get
that they are part of something cool – they are learning the same stuff
that made their idols into stars. Future Songwriting does with ease what
many programmes strive for: it uses current technology and speaks the
language of youth.

Partti, H. (2018). Access all areas! Everyone is a composer. Opus 1 – Composition Pedagogy Materials databank
www.opus1.fi
2
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3. Teachers’ Role
•
•
•
•

teacher as ‘helper’, not ‘boss’
focus on music, not technology
safe environment to nurture creativity
teacher training to enable & encourage
“When they have personal experience, you don’t have to motivate
children that much. They actually want to know more”
(Janne Hiedanniemi, INTO SCHOOL)

Future Songwriting is based on the premise that a teacher’s role is not to
pass on a body of knowledge, rather to assist pupils in bringing out their own
potential. In line with pedagogical research and recent trends in education,
the project encourages teachers to act as ‘helpers’ instead of ‘bosses’.
The digital know-how necessary to do digital songwriting in class is easily
attainable during the teacher training workshops. These workshops are
tailored to provide teachers with confidence, regardless of their musical
background. As Heidi Partti, observing the Future Songwriting workshops,
explains :
“The training team will work alongside the teacher for the initial meters.
In this way, the newly acquired knowledge can be immediately put into
practice, but the teacher is not left completely alone.”3
Partti also observes that as pupils handle digital tools with apparent ease,
the teacher’s role has less to do with solving technical problems and more
to do with providing guidance in musical matters4. The music education
expert also draws attention to a more important pedagogical task: ensuring
an environment that fosters creativity. In the case of songwriting, this
means that feedback to pupils’ endeavors is non-judgmental, but aims to
nurture, support and encourage. As Partti posits:

Original publication: Partti, Heidi. (2020). Luovuus ja teknologia – onnellisesti yhdessä?
[Creativity and technology – a happy couple?]. JaSeSoi Journal 1-2, 17-21.
4
Ibid.
3
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“One of the most important duties of a music educator is to build a
safe learning environment that supports the growth of children and
adolescents as human beings and as learners.”5
The cornerstone of all the above lies in trainings that truly cater for
teachers’ needs. As the research team led by Partti points out, when
teachers receive enough support and encouragement, a positive circle
of motivation is created. Them learning new skills in this environment
directly feeds into pupils’ creative journey. Preliminary results of the study
draw up the three enabling factors of the Future Songwriting workshops:
1. trainers (INTO SCHOOL) create an atmosphere of trust and enthusiasm,
2. newly acquired skills are put straight to practice
3. on-the-job training doesn’t present extra burden.

As one of the teachers participating in Cologne put it:
“Especially the warmth with which we were welcomed, I liked that very
much, so you always felt you were in good hands, even with your notknowing!”
Putting teachers’ professional development in its focus, the research carried out
by the University of Arts Helsinki aims to come up with specific recommendations.
Find out more by visiting the Research subpage of the project’s website.
Partti, H. (2018). Pääsy sallittu! Jokainen saa säveltää.
[Access permitted! Eveyone may compose.] Opus 1 – Composition Pedagogy Materials databank www.opus1.fi
5
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In Finland
33 teachers were trained,
31 songs were written,
108 pupils participated.
In Germany
18 teachers were trained,
61 songs were written,
205 pupils participated.
In France
10 teachers were trained,
30 songs were written,
75 pupils participated.
In Hungary
15 teachers were trained.

In TOTAL
76 teachers were trained,
122 songs were written,
388 pupils participated in
Future Songwriting

Teachers’
Experience
“Not only was it awesome to see the many things that the students
could do, but I myself learned an awful lot. It was learning by doing that
took place when given an opportunity to focus on something in such an
intensive way.What was especially great was that all this learning and
experience was offered during the working hours instead on a weekend.”6
(Katerina Panelius, HRSK)

Original publication: Partti, Heidi. (2020). Luovuus ja teknologia – onnellisesti yhdessä?
[Creativity and technology – a happy couple?]. JaSeSoi Journal 1-2, 17-21.
6
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“I think they’re [the students] already surprised to have created music
like that, after a few days, something that holds up. I think it can give
inspiration to some students to keep going. Some of them had presented
me with texts, who had already thought about their creations, who
had ideas. I think it also gave them value, it gave them self-esteem, it
enhanced them. I think they were happy. They discovered, perhaps, gifts,
and I think some of them will continue. Maybe we’ll have the star seeds of
tomorrow?”
(Nathalie Hammond, Music Teacher at Rosa Parks Secondary School, Roubaix, France)

“I feel I got new tools for teaching, became more capable of teaching
songwriting than before, and also much more confident. (...)
I think this method is very useful for a school environment, Garage Band
is very easy to begin writing songs with and create something, because
it doesn’t require any background. It can be a very useful Springboard
to learn the nature of instruments, even music theory. (...)It was nice to
see the enthusiasm and creativity of my students, and how focused they
worked. They said the best part was that they go to work together.”
(Antti Westman Music Teacher, Kuljun Koulu, Lemppälää, Finland)

“I found it really interesting to get to know my pupils from a completely
new angle, almost like meeting them for the first time.(...)Another great
thing was that the pupils from class 9 became ‘experts’, and they were
helping pupils from class 8. (...) To see the pupils, how they worked and
see the whole procedure took place and what it became - I am so grateful
for this opportunity. ”
(Stefanie Everding, music teacher at Realschule im Kleefeld)

“As I embarked on the project, I thought it was time to find something new
to my own teaching. Many colleagues around the country have utilised
the GarageBand app in their teaching, for example. I feel now more
confident to use digital technology and the training has enriched my
teaching. It’s probably also nice for my students - and it is naturally my
goal is to keep up with the times! ”
(Katarina Panelius, HRSK)
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Coping with
COVID19
“Obviously, it’s been very new for both teachers and students, but we feel
that, in a way, it has brought us all more together.”
(Janne Hiedanniemi, INTO SCHOOL)

The two-year project was impacted by the COVID19 pandemic, with school
pilots postponed from spring to the autumn of 2020. As a response to
the travel restrictions, teachers took part in online training when it was
necessary, and pupils presented their songs and celebrated with their
classmates online.
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Although both training and learning is facilitated by personal interaction, the
INTO team rose to the challenge - as did, naturally, all the teachers carrying
on their work despite the difficulties. The flexibility of both the method and
the participants was tested, and thanks to these the project was closed on
a positive note, with all tasks completed.
“Of course the pandemic has been a challenge for everyone in many
ways, but at the same time it has been a great learning journey for us,
the schools, and the whole Future Songwriting community. We managed
pretty well to host the pilots through online platforms during the
lockdowns and restrictions.”
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